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This talk is an update of ideas originally given inThis talk is an update of ideas originally given in



EP was EinsteinEP was Einstein’’s s ““happiest ideahappiest idea””
 

and the foundation of GRand the foundation of GR

EP => local effects of gravity disappear in a freely falling fraEP => local effects of gravity disappear in a freely falling frameme



A brief history of Equivalence Principle  tests:A brief history of Equivalence Principle  tests:
 classic view: do all materials have the same mclassic view: do all materials have the same mii

 
/m/mg g ??

GalileoGalileo

 

testtest NewtonNewton--Bessel testBessel test EEöötvtvöös test    s test    

are fall times equal?are fall times equal? are periods equal?are periods equal? are angles equal?are angles equal?

ωω

T=T=◊◊(2d/g (2d/g (m(mii/m/mgg)))) T=2T=2ππ

 

◊◊(l/g (l/g (m(mii/m/mgg)))) εε==ωω22R sin2R sin2θθ/(2g) /(2g) (m(mii/m/mgg))

dd ll θθ

Da/a§0.1                           Da/a§10-4 Da/a§

 

10-9



implementation as a null experimentimplementation as a null experiment

if the EP is violated if the EP is violated downdown is not a unique directionis not a unique direction
balance twists only if force vectors are not parallelbalance twists only if force vectors are not parallel
i.e. if EP is violated i.e. if EP is violated or if gravity field is not uniformor if gravity field is not uniform



How can such a simple thing get precision of 10How can such a simple thing get precision of 10--1313

when no part has a precision as good as 10when no part has a precision as good as 10--6 ?6 ?







ParameterizingParameterizing
 

EPEP--violating effects ofviolating effects of
quantum vector exchange forces quantum vector exchange forces 

in terms of in terms of αα, , λλ
 

and and ψψ



Unbiased tests of the EP require:Unbiased tests of the EP require:

••sensitivity to wide range of length scalessensitivity to wide range of length scales
requires variety of attractors:requires variety of attractors:

local topography, entire earth, sun, galaxylocal topography, entire earth, sun, galaxy

••sensitivity to wide range of possible chargessensitivity to wide range of possible charges
vector charge/mass ratio of electricallyvector charge/mass ratio of electrically
neutral atoms is specified by a single neutral atoms is specified by a single 
number: the ratio (Z/number: the ratio (Z/µµ) / (N/) / (N/µµ))
need 2 test body pairs and 2 attractorsneed 2 test body pairs and 2 attractors
to avoid possible cancellationsto avoid possible cancellations



We decided to do this by developing continuouslyWe decided to do this by developing continuously
rotating torsion balance instruments with highrotating torsion balance instruments with high
degrees of symmetry.degrees of symmetry.

advantages of continuous rotation :advantages of continuous rotation :

•• the instrument remains essentially undisturbed the instrument remains essentially undisturbed 
••

 
produces sinusoidal signal at frequency of our choice  produces sinusoidal signal at frequency of our choice  

(period of 1 day is terrible)(period of 1 day is terrible)
••

 
can watch things falling in fields of the earth or of can watch things falling in fields of the earth or of 

astronomical bodies astronomical bodies 

advantages of symmetrical geometry:advantages of symmetrical geometry:

•• minimizes many systematic errorsminimizes many systematic errors



principal people in our current EP test principal people in our current EP test 
as they tested for thermal as they tested for thermal systematicssystematics
using heat from a light bulb. using heat from a light bulb. 

Stephan Stephan 
SchlammingerSchlamminger
(now at NIST)(now at NIST)

Todd WagnerTodd Wagner
(now finishing (now finishing 
his PhD)his PhD)



torsion pendulum of the recent torsion pendulum of the recent EEöött--WashWash
 

EP testEP test

20 μm diameter 108 cm long

 tungsten fiber

tuning screws adjust the mass
multipole moments & minimize
sensitivity to gravity gradients 

eight 4.84 g

 

test masses 
(4 Be & 4 Ti)  or (4 Be & 4 Al)

5 cm

4 mirrors 

free osc freq: 1.261 mHz
quality factor: 4000
decay time: 11d 6.5 hrs
machining tolerance: 5 μm
total mass : 70 g

S. S. SchlammingerSchlamminger

 

et al., PRL 100, 041101 (2008)et al., PRL 100, 041101 (2008)



turntable of the new EP balanceturntable of the new EP balance

thermal expansion feet 
fedback to keep turntable 
rotation axis level 

air-bearing turntable

angle encoder electronics

servoed rotary contactor 
for electric signals

thermal insulation

torsion balance hangs 
from the bearing which 
rotates at 0.833 mHz



the the ““feetbackfeetback””
 

leveling systemleveling system

orthogonal rotating electronic orthogonal rotating electronic 
tilt sensors continuously tilt sensors continuously 
measure the tilt of the rotating measure the tilt of the rotating 
instrument, correcting for instrument, correcting for 
varying tilt of the lab floor and varying tilt of the lab floor and 
imperfections in the turntable imperfections in the turntable 
itselfitself
this information is fed to Peltier this information is fed to Peltier 
elements controlling the elements controlling the 
temperature of the feet and temperature of the feet and 
causes them to expand or causes them to expand or 
shrink by a few shrink by a few mmmm
developed by Ulrich Schmidtdeveloped by Ulrich Schmidt







q41 configuration on a table q21 configuration installed

gravitygravity--gradiometer pendulumsgradiometer pendulums



hillside & 
local masses

gravitygravity--gradient compensation gradient compensation 

Pb

Pb

Al

Compensators 
can be rotated 
by 360°

Q21

 

compensators
Total mass: 880 kg
Q21

 

= 1.8 g/cm3

Q31

 

compensators
Total mass: 2.4 kg
Q31

 

=6.7×10-4 g/cm4



gravitygravity--gradient gradient 
compensators are on compensators are on 
a turntable so theya turntable so they 
can be rotated tocan be rotated to 
double the gradientdouble the gradient 
rather than cancel it rather than cancel it 



effect of rotating the Qeffect of rotating the Q3131

 

compensatorcompensator



but there is a limit on how well the gradient but there is a limit on how well the gradient 
can be cancelledcan be cancelled

these data were taken in early Novemberthese data were taken in early November
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correction for tilt of the 
turntable rotation axisLeveling 

feet
zturntable

1.70m

0.23m

Lower tilt 
sensor

Gravity 
gradient 
compensator

Feedback 
nulls signal 
of upper tilt 
sensor

• Feedback removes tilt at upper tilt 
sensor

• However, local vertical varies with 
height
– gives a spurious deflection of 

the pendulum due to residual 
tilt

When tilt is nulled at upper sensor, the
lower sensor measures a tilt of ~45 nrad!

= local earth field (~60 nrad) 
+ off-center compensator field (~ –15 nrad) 

Tilt at pendulum is only due to local earth field:
~50 nrad of tilt ~2.5 nrad correction to

pendulum signal
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upper attachment of suspensionupper attachment of suspension
fiber turned by 180 degreesfiber turned by 180 degrees
between successive days between successive days ----

 

the the 
difference in measured difference in measured ΔΔaa’’ss
canceled turntable imperfections canceled turntable imperfections 

open and closed pointsopen and closed points
denote orthogonaldenote orthogonal
orientations of pendulumorientations of pendulum
in the rotating framein the rotating frame

red & blue points red & blue points 
show the results of show the results of 
interchanging test interchanging test 
bodies on the bodies on the 
pendulum frame pendulum frame 



SourceSource ΔΔa (a (cm/scm/s22)) ΔΔa/aa/asourcesource

EarthEarth ((--1.2 1.2 ±±
 

2.2) x 102.2) x 10--1313 ((--0.70.7±±
 

1.3) x 101.3) x 10--1313

SunSun ((--3.1 3.1 ±±
 

2.4)2.4)××1010--1313 ((--5.2 5.2 ±±
 

4.0)4.0)××1010--1313

Milky WayMilky Way ((--1.2 1.2 ±±
 

2.6)2.6)××1010--1313 ((--6.5 6.5 ±±
 

8.6)8.6)××1010--66

CMBCMB ((--3.0 3.0 ±±
 

2.4)2.4)××1010--1313 ((--3.4 3.4 ±±
 

2.7)2.7)××1010--44

1σ
 

statistical + systematic uncertainties 
from our Equivalence Principle experiment 
with beryllium and aluminum test bodies;
beryllium and titanium data are similar

PhD project of Todd WagnerPhD project of Todd Wagner



Suppose in addition to the normal tensor Suppose in addition to the normal tensor 
gravitation there was an additional gravitation there was an additional 
gravigravi--vector field.vector field.

This would have following experimental consequences:This would have following experimental consequences:

antianti--H would fall with greater acceleration than HH would fall with greater acceleration than H
because antibecause anti--H would feel an additionalH would feel an additional
attractive attractive gravigravi--vector acceleration to protonsvector acceleration to protons
in the earth.in the earth.

it would produce a it would produce a compositoncompositon--dependentdependent
force in EP testsforce in EP tests



95% confidence level exclusion plot 95% confidence level exclusion plot 
for interactions coupled to Bfor interactions coupled to B--LL

horizontal Yukawa source horizontal Yukawa source 
integral is based on:integral is based on:
0.5m<0.5m<λλ<<5m           5m           lab building and its major contentslab building and its major contents
1m< 1m< λλ<<550k0km         m         topography topography 
5km< 5km< λλ<1000km        <1000km        USGS subsurface density modelUSGS subsurface density model
1000km< 1000km< λλ<10000km      <10000km      PREM earth modelPREM earth model

αα

 

is full interaction strength is full interaction strength 
compared to gravity. The compared to gravity. The 
chargecharge--dependent part we dependent part we 
detect is about 500 times smallerdetect is about 500 times smaller



95% confidence level constraints on an95% confidence level constraints on an
infiniteinfinite--range interaction as a functionrange interaction as a function

of its presumed chargeof its presumed charge



ratio of vertical (Galilean) to horizontal (ratio of vertical (Galilean) to horizontal (EEöötvtvööss))
Yukawa source integrals for our siteYukawa source integrals for our site



direction of our horizontal source integral isdirection of our horizontal source integral is
a strong function of lambdaa strong function of lambda

this differs from the corresponding plot in PRL 61, 2409 (1988) this differs from the corresponding plot in PRL 61, 2409 (1988) because because 
that was made for a different location on our labthat was made for a different location on our lab



constraints on constraints on gravigravi--vector difference in  vector difference in  
freefree--fall accelerations of antifall accelerations of anti--H and H H and H 



constraints on constraints on gravigravi--vector difference in  vector difference in  
freefree--fall accelerations of antifall accelerations of anti--neutrons and neutrons neutrons and neutrons 



Now suppose there was in addition to the Now suppose there was in addition to the gravigravi--vectorvector
field also a field also a gravigravi--scalar field. This would not change scalar field. This would not change 
the the differencedifference

 
in free fall accelerations of antiin free fall accelerations of anti--HH

and H.and H.

But it has been suggested that the But it has been suggested that the gravigravi--scalar could scalar could 
““hidehide””

 
the the gravigravi--vector effects in EP tests. How vector effects in EP tests. How 

plausible Is this claim? plausible Is this claim? 

NearNear--perfect cancellation is exceedingly unlikelyperfect cancellation is exceedingly unlikely
because of the very different nature of scalar and vector because of the very different nature of scalar and vector 
chargescharges



95% confidence limits as of 200095% confidence limits as of 2000



Computing an atomComputing an atom’’s scalar charge s scalar charge qqSS

 

from a fundamental from a fundamental 
theory requires complex calculations that account for details oftheory requires complex calculations that account for details of
the atomic (QED) and nuclear structure (QCD).the atomic (QED) and nuclear structure (QCD).

Consider phenomenological possibilities for Consider phenomenological possibilities for qqSS::

qqSS

 

= = µµ
 

(mass or T(mass or Tµµµµ)      )      BransBrans--DickeDicke--JordanJordan

then scalar couplings do not violate the EP and then scalar couplings do not violate the EP and 
EP tests with ordinary matter are sensitive to exactlyEP tests with ordinary matter are sensitive to exactly
the same physics as EP tests with antimatter. the same physics as EP tests with antimatter. 

qqSS

 

= = µµ
 

+ small EP+ small EP--violating correctionsviolating corrections

then it would show up in tests of the inverse square lawthen it would show up in tests of the inverse square law
if the scalar interaction has a finite range if the scalar interaction has a finite range 



On the other hand, a fieldOn the other hand, a field--theoretic calculation would givetheoretic calculation would give
qqSS

 

==S(S(qqSS

 

//g)g)ii

 

+ + SSqqSS

 
jj

where i runs over the quarks and electronswhere i runs over the quarks and electrons
and j runs over the virtual photons and gluons. In general,and j runs over the virtual photons and gluons. In general,
this violates the EP, but it does not behave like a vector this violates the EP, but it does not behave like a vector 
charge, so cannot cancel the vector interaction for a charge, so cannot cancel the vector interaction for a 
variety of atoms without incredible finevariety of atoms without incredible fine--tuning. tuning. 
Experimental precision of our work is good enough that Experimental precision of our work is good enough that 
even if even if gravigravi--vector and vector and gravigravi--scalar cancel by factor of scalar cancel by factor of 
100, the constraints on the 100, the constraints on the gravigravi--vector acceleration of vector acceleration of 
antianti--hydrogen remain quite stronghydrogen remain quite strong



Cancellation in Cancellation in EEöötvtvööss
 

experiments requires:experiments requires:

••Scalar and vector accelerations must have the same Scalar and vector accelerations must have the same 
magnitude magnitude 

definite relation between coupling strengths and       definite relation between coupling strengths and       
rangesranges

••Scalar and vector accelerations must have the same Scalar and vector accelerations must have the same 
direction   direction   

λλS S = = λλVV

 

or   or   λλS S , , λλVV

 

>10>1077

 

mm

••Cancellation must occur for all testCancellation must occur for all test--bodies and attractorsbodies and attractors
BeBe--Al, BeAl, Be--Ti, BeTi, Be--CuCu

 
earth sun galaxy earth sun galaxy 

CuCu--PbPb
 

238238UU
MMMM--ECEC

 
sunsun

MM = Mg + SiOMM = Mg + SiO2       2       EC = Fe + Ni + CrEC = Fe + Ni + Cr



Conclusion:Conclusion:

Theories involving Theories involving gravigravi--vector fields are  vector fields are  
tightly constrained by conventional EP results,tightly constrained by conventional EP results,
probably at a more sensitive level than is likely probably at a more sensitive level than is likely 
to come from first generation of antito come from first generation of anti--hydrogenhydrogen
freefree--fall experimentsfall experiments

But EP tests with But EP tests with antihydrogenantihydrogen
 

provide an provide an 
opportunity to test if gravitational mass opportunity to test if gravitational mass 
obeys CPT symmetry as our arguments obeys CPT symmetry as our arguments 
based on EP tests with ordinary matter based on EP tests with ordinary matter 
assume CPT symmetryassume CPT symmetry..



some amusing numberssome amusing numbers

our differential acceleration resolution ofour differential acceleration resolution of
ΔΔaaºº33ää1010--1313

 

cm/scm/s22

is comparable to the difference in g is comparable to the difference in g 
between 2 spots in this room separated vertically between 2 spots in this room separated vertically 
by by ºº

 
1 nm 1 nm 

if an object had been given this steady acceleration if an object had been given this steady acceleration 
starting in the time of Pericles (450 BC)  it would  starting in the time of Pericles (450 BC)  it would  
now be moving as fast as the end of the hour hand now be moving as fast as the end of the hour hand 
on a typical wall clockon a typical wall clock



decrease thermal noise using fused silica fibersdecrease thermal noise using fused silica fibers
demonstrated at Trentodemonstrated at Trento

operate at 4 Koperate at 4 K
expect significant improvement in fiber Qexpect significant improvement in fiber Q
hard to do on rotating balancehard to do on rotating balance
stationary balance being tested in Seattlestationary balance being tested in Seattle

obtain 10obtain 10--fold sensitivity improvement by increasing testfold sensitivity improvement by increasing test--
body difference with Be/CHbody difference with Be/CH22 pendulum pendulum 

mechanical and thermal stability?mechanical and thermal stability?
atom interferometersatom interferometers

sensitivity ~ sensitivity ~ ΔΔa / testa / test--body differencebody difference

prospects for further EP improvementsprospects for further EP improvements



Improving EP sensitivity with newImproving EP sensitivity with new
 

testtest
 

bodybody
 materialsmaterials

largelarge differences in differences in neutron/proton rationeutron/proton ratio and nuclear and nuclear 
binding energy binding energy give highgive high EP sensitivityEP sensitivity..
BeBe--polyethylene test bodies improve sensitivity by factor polyethylene test bodies improve sensitivity by factor 
of about tenof about ten

x10x10--22 BeBe PEPE AlAl TiTi CuCu PtPt

BeBe --12.6512.65 --3.803.80 --1.581.58 --1.251.25 4.404.40

PEPE --12.6312.63 8.858.85 11.0711.07 11.4011.40 17.0517.05

AlAl --3.593.59 9.039.03 2.222.22 2.542.54 8.208.20

TiTi --1.331.33 11.2911.29 2.262.26 0.320.32 5.985.98

CuCu --1.011.01 11.6211.62 2.592.59 0.330.33 5.655.65

PtPt 4.554.55 17.1817.18 8.158.15 5.895.89 5.565.56
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